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LaserLaser--Accelerated protonsAccelerated protons
for radiation therapyfor radiation therapy

MotivationMotivation

Proton beams provide betterProton beams provide better
conformity to the treatmentconformity to the treatment
target as well as bettertarget as well as better
sparing of healthy tissuesparing of healthy tissue

Through modulation ofThrough modulation of
proton energy distribution itproton energy distribution it
is possible to attain superioris possible to attain superior
dose distribution within thedose distribution within the
target volume andtarget volume and
surrounding tissuesurrounding tissue

Requirements on laserRequirements on laser--proton acceleratorproton accelerator
for clinical implementation?for clinical implementation?

Has to provide proton beams with variable energy 60Has to provide proton beams with variable energy 60--
230 MeV230 MeV

Proton energy spectrum has to have small energyProton energy spectrum has to have small energy
spread in itspread in it

Laser pulse has to be stable with well controlled pulseLaser pulse has to be stable with well controlled pulse
characteristicscharacteristics

Basic mechanism behind particleBasic mechanism behind particle
accelerationacceleration
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Recent ExperimentsRecent Experiments**

(Laser peak intensity I=5(Laser peak intensity I=5××10101919 W/cmW/cm22 ))

*E. L. Clark, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. Vol. 85, 1654, (2000)

Recent ExperimentsRecent Experiments**

(Laser peak intensity I=3(Laser peak intensity I=3××10102020 W/cmW/cm22 ))

Maximum proton energy reported so far is EMaximum proton energy reported so far is Epp≈≈60 MeV60 MeV

The number of protons needed to get 1The number of protons needed to get 1 GyGy of dose is N~10of dose is N~1099÷÷10101010

depending on the Bragg peak location and its extent.depending on the Bragg peak location and its extent.

**R. A.R. A. SnavelySnavely,, et al., Phys. Rev.et al., Phys. Rev. LettLett.. Vol. 85, 2945, (2000)

Results of MultiResults of Multi--ParametricParametric
Simulation StudiesSimulation Studies**

Proton energy curves are nearly parallel to the line σ=nel, i. e. the number 
of electrons per unit area (critical width).

The maximum energy gain corresponds to some optimal σ=σopt

*T. Esirkepov et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 96, 105001 (2006).
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Results of computer simulations for aResults of computer simulations for a

doubledouble--layer targetlayer target
(Laser peak intensity I=2(Laser peak intensity I=2××10102121 W/cmW/cm22 ))

A quasi-monoenergetic proton beams may be obtained if care is taken in 
designing the target*.

PIC simulation results suggest that more robust ion
expansion (described by the parameter ζ =Zime/mi) leads to more energetic 
protons**

*T. Z. Esirkepov et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 89, 175003 (2002).
**E. Fourkal et al., Phys. Rev. E 71, 036412 (2005).

Recent experimental results, reportingRecent experimental results, reporting
monoenergetic proton beamsmonoenergetic proton beams**

*Schwoerer et al.,Nature 439, 445 (2006)

Factors affecting protonFactors affecting proton
accelerationacceleration

LaserLaser--driven protondriven proton
acceleration depends on theacceleration depends on the
structure of the laser pulse.structure of the laser pulse.

““ParasiticParasitic”” parts of the laserparts of the laser
pulse such as a prepulse such as a pre--pulse andpulse and
an amplified spontaneousan amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE or pedestal)emission (ASE or pedestal)
can substantially change thecan substantially change the
solid target before the mainsolid target before the main
pulse arrives.pulse arrives.

Laser pedestal

Nanoseconds 
scale

Femtoseconds 
scale

Simulation of the laser preSimulation of the laser pre--pulsepulse
interaction with substrateinteraction with substrate

Shock wave

Shock wave propagating through 
aluminum  target of initial thickness  
1µm dramatically changes its 
properties. 
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SummarySummary--II

MultiMulti--dimensional PIC simulation studies show thatdimensional PIC simulation studies show that
presentpresent--day laser technology can be used to accelerateday laser technology can be used to accelerate
protons to therapeutic energy range.protons to therapeutic energy range.

With proper target design it should be possible to obtainWith proper target design it should be possible to obtain
quasiquasi--monoenergetic beamsmonoenergetic beams

Tight control over laser prepulse needed to obtain highTight control over laser prepulse needed to obtain high--
quality therapeutic particle beams !!!quality therapeutic particle beams !!!

Production of clinically useful beamsProduction of clinically useful beams

It is necessary to produce a beam that willIt is necessary to produce a beam that will
give a homogeneous dose distribution tailoredgive a homogeneous dose distribution tailored
as close as possible to the target volumeas close as possible to the target volume --
energy modulationenergy modulation

It is necessary to be able to irradiate largeIt is necessary to be able to irradiate large
volume beginning with a beam with smallvolume beginning with a beam with small
crosscross--section extracted from the acceleratorsection extracted from the accelerator

The beam must be widened, the depth ofThe beam must be widened, the depth of
penetration controlled.penetration controlled.

Schematic diagram of proton selectionSchematic diagram of proton selection
systemsystem

W. Luo, E. Fourkal, J. Li, C. Ma, Med. Phys. 32, 794, 2005

Effect of spatial mixing and protonEffect of spatial mixing and proton
energy distributionsenergy distributions

Due to proton angularDue to proton angular
distributions, there is adistributions, there is a
spatial mixing of differentspatial mixing of different
energy particles .energy particles .

The proton energyThe proton energy
distribution is no longerdistribution is no longer
monochromatic, but hasmonochromatic, but has
a spread around its peaka spread around its peak
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Depth dose distributions versus primaryDepth dose distributions versus primary
collimator openingcollimator opening

Thedepthdosedistributionsbecomewider for larger
collimator openings,leadingto largerdoses to distal tissues

Energy modulationEnergy modulation
3D Energy modulation requires an3D Energy modulation requires an ““intelligentintelligent”” way ofway of
proton energy shaping.proton energy shaping.

It is usually accomplished through a weightedIt is usually accomplished through a weighted
superposition of the individual Bragg peak doses withsuperposition of the individual Bragg peak doses with
requirement to achieve SOBPrequirement to achieve SOBP

This method requires a maintenance of aThis method requires a maintenance of a ““hugehuge”” data filedata file
that contains all possible 3D Bragg peak depththat contains all possible 3D Bragg peak depth--dosedose
distributionsdistributions

It is possible to find an analytical form of the SOBPIt is possible to find an analytical form of the SOBP
proton energy spectrum using Boltzmann kineticproton energy spectrum using Boltzmann kinetic
equationequation

Calculation of SOBP distributionCalculation of SOBP distribution
functionfunction

Any practical implementation of the SOBP distributions isAny practical implementation of the SOBP distributions is
realized through the superposition of a discrete number ofrealized through the superposition of a discrete number of
individual Bragg peaks.individual Bragg peaks.

The weights for each individual Bragg peak can be readilyThe weights for each individual Bragg peak can be readily
calculated by integrating the continuous energy spectrumcalculated by integrating the continuous energy spectrum
over the finite sampling sizeover the finite sampling size δδ yieldingyielding
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Accounting for finite energy spreadAccounting for finite energy spread

The problem at hand is connected to findingThe problem at hand is connected to finding ““realisticrealistic”” weights thatweights that
would yield the required SOBP depthwould yield the required SOBP depth--dose profile through thedose profile through the
superposition of thesuperposition of the polypoly--energeticenergetic proton beamletsproton beamlets

Convolution of these weights with Gaussian distributions must yiConvolution of these weights with Gaussian distributions must yieldeld
an energy spectrum, which closely follows that given by thean energy spectrum, which closely follows that given by the
expression for the monoenergetic protons.expression for the monoenergetic protons.
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Ratio parameterRatio parameter δδ//∆∆ cannot becannot be
arbitraryarbitrary

ForFor δδ//∆∆ > 1.7, convolution of> 1.7, convolution of
Gaussian distributions resultsGaussian distributions results
in the energy spectrum thatin the energy spectrum that
closely follow that for theclosely follow that for the
monomono--energetic particles.energetic particles.

There is a thresholdThere is a threshold
requirement on how wide therequirement on how wide the
initial energy spectrum shouldinitial energy spectrum should
be for the given sampling sizebe for the given sampling size
δδ, in order to obtain acceptable, in order to obtain acceptable
quality SOBP dosequality SOBP dose
distributionsdistributions

SummarySummary--IIII

3D spotting scanning technique is a “natural” clinical
delivery method for laser-accelerated proton beams

The initial energy spread in the particle distribution has
to be limited according to the condition δδ//∆∆ > 1.7> 1.7

Particle dosimetry needs to be investigated because of
extremely high instantaneous dose (many protons~109

are delivered per single laser shot).

Intensity modulation calculationsIntensity modulation calculations

Beamlet
weights

Andenergy
spectrum

Optimize

Before Optimization After optimization

E. Fourkal, et al, Physics in Medicine and Biology Vol. 48, p. 3977, 2003

ResultsResults

Two prostate cases have beenTwo prostate cases have been
studied:studied:

1. First case1. First case →→ the same 7the same 7--fieldfield
arrangement and the samearrangement and the same
optimization parametersoptimization parameters

2. Second case2. Second case →→ a comparativea comparative
study using 2study using 2--field (parallelfield (parallel--
opposed) and 3opposed) and 3--field (parallelfield (parallel--
opposed and anterior) IMPT onopposed and anterior) IMPT on
one hand and 7one hand and 7--field photon IMRTfield photon IMRT
on the other.on the other.
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77--field IMPT versus 7field IMPT versus 7--field IMXTfield IMXT

� Outermost line represents 20% of the prescription dose

22--field IMPT versus 7field IMPT versus 7--field IMXTfield IMXT

� Outermost line represents 20% of the prescription dose

DVH distributions (photons versusDVH distributions (photons versus
protons)protons)

22--3 field proton plan yields 4.5 % target dose inhomogeneity,3 field proton plan yields 4.5 % target dose inhomogeneity,

77--field proton plan exhibits 9.5 % dose inhomogeneityfield proton plan exhibits 9.5 % dose inhomogeneity

5 95

95

D D
Dη −=

Correlation between the SOBP andCorrelation between the SOBP and
proton energy spectrumproton energy spectrum

Superposition of proton beams with different energy spectra will
lead to inhomogeneous total dose distribution

If there were no critical structures, the optimization algorithm would
easily find the proper weight distributions that would give highly
homogeneous dose
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DVH distributions (photons versusDVH distributions (photons versus
protons)protons)

DVH distributions (photons versusDVH distributions (photons versus
protons)protons)

Mean doses to critical structuresMean doses to critical structures IMPT using LAP versus IMPT usingIMPT using LAP versus IMPT using
cyclotronscyclotrons
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IMPT using LAP versus IMPT usingIMPT using LAP versus IMPT using
cyclotronscyclotrons

SummarySummary
LaserLaser--acceleratoraccelerator--based technology has a potential ofbased technology has a potential of
providing radiation therapy plans that are superior to thoseproviding radiation therapy plans that are superior to those
using photon beams and comparable to plans generatedusing photon beams and comparable to plans generated
using conventional proton acceleratorsusing conventional proton accelerators

Dosimetric limitations of LA based therapeutic beamsDosimetric limitations of LA based therapeutic beams
stems from the initial physical characteristics of thestems from the initial physical characteristics of the
accelerated protons (energy spectrum, angularaccelerated protons (energy spectrum, angular
distributions etc.)distributions etc.)

The possibility of generating better quality proton beamsThe possibility of generating better quality proton beams
with low initial energy spread can lead to even betterwith low initial energy spread can lead to even better
dosimetric characteristics of the final proton beamsdosimetric characteristics of the final proton beams


